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Nuevos Odres para el Vino:
A Critical Contribution to
Latino/ a Theological Construction
Benjamin Valentin
Drew University
Neither is new wine put into old wineslrins; otherwise the skins burst,
and the wine
'
pilled, and the skins are destroyed; but new wine is put
into fresh wine, kins, and so both are preserved (Matthew 9:17),‘
We must not he afraid to engage, in critical dialogue with our partners in
our mestizo ioumey}
We stand at a new point ot opportunity, Our past and our history have
been given to us; our future is for us to envision and to shape:‘
Even with the recent increase in the articulations of Latino/a the-
ologies, it is necessary to keep in mind that Latino/a theology in the
United States is still in its nascent stages. lines, it may initially seem
out of place to critique auch a developing theological voice. Neverthe-
lessa, I believe that if Latino / a theological construction is to be taken se-
riously, both intellectually and practically, and both within and outside
the, Latino / a community, it will be necessary for its theologiang to con—
si. ently assess and reassess the direction ol’ its articulation As I see it,
Latino / a theology, and for that matter any kind of theology because of
its nature ate a kind of secondmrder and third-order reective dis-
course,4 must always remain a work in progress. To put it simply, a
‘Quoted from the New Revised Standard Version of the Bible
llavier Quir‘wnesriiz, “The Mcatim Journey: Challenges for Hispanic The-
ology,” Apmztr-s '11,. (1991) 70,
lDavid Maldonado, "ill Pueblo Latino and its lilentity: The Next (’leneraiion,"
Apimlw 15:2 {1995) 57.
“l'heolog
’
acond‘order reection because it attempts to interpret and ana~
lyre lived expt, ience. it is also wound-order reflection because it purports to rein~
terpret for our generationg the significance of the Writings of a selected and
inherited religious and cultural past. in both ca theology involves a secondary
moment of interpretation that, in varying way critic lly focuses on past and pre.
sent Sedimentationu ol experience. Theology iw also third—order reflection to the we
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properly discerning constructive criticism is always needed and useful
within theological inquiry. Genuine o 3€IUXGSS to an intellectual am»
hiance of discerning constructive cri rim is always necessary and
useful hecauae it can encourage collective participation in the attempt
to further the level of intellectual maturity within a given analytical,
descriptive, and prescriptive discourse. A healthy level of disceming
constructive criticism, in other words, can serve to call us toward the
necessary pursuit of constant reflective sorting, analyzing, under-
standing, synthesizing, correcting, improving, and orienting a critical
reflective process that our mode of discourse requir ind deserves as
it moves into a second and perhaps even a third historical level of
articulation,
in a sense, the theological voices of Latin American liberationist
theologians and those of pioneering U l-aiinofa theologians have
now expanded into what could be called a second wave of Latino/a
theological discourse in the United State.“ In conjunction with those
pioneering voices, who are still with us and Mill working on the artic-
ulation of a distinctive theological d'scourse, the task of present
Latino/a theologians is now that of envrsroning the future of Latino / a
theology. A proper and substantive analytical v'x‘ion, however, alwaya
requires critical awareness of the times. 'l'herelore l submit that the
tent that it a human imaginative activity that attempts to construct a creative pic—
ture ol the sell, humanity, the world, and God, with the ultimate goal oi providing
overarching frameworks that may otter enhancing; Seltlimaget incl intelligible,
moving, and enabling collective images and narraii , tor iugticevceiitered living
in this case, theology is not only an interprelaiive endeavor, but also an imagina—
tivevmnstruch’ve endeavor. For a helpful explication of theology as a ,econd—order
interpretative reective praxis see Juan Luis Segundo, The Libemiion of Theology
(Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis Book l976) cup 7590. For an insightlul explication of
theology db thirdmrder imagi ive n.>floction see Gordon D. Kaufinann, An [hwy
rm 'I‘heologiozlMethod (Atlanta Scholars Prose 197‘?)esp, 21 41; and “Sallie Mrliiguc,
Models of God: Theologyfor an Ecological, Nuclear Age (Philadelphia: FortreSS Press,
1987) esp. 21437.
5i am distinguishing here, simply for matters ot chronological a cement, he-
tween what 1 would call a first tier of itino/a theological articulation, presented
by pioneering voices such an Virgilio lilizondo, lusio ' ex, Orlando (, .tas,
Marina Herrera, Maria Film Aquino, Add Maria team Uh , and Yolanda Tarango,
that serves as a formative and foundational analogue for a recent second tier 01 us:
Latino / a theologians that has joined the task of constructing a distinctive l Vilan/ii
theology. This second tier is cornpooed oi lhinke such as Roberto C iniela,
Harold Recinos, Allan Figueroa Deck, Ana Maria Pineda, leancilu Rodriguew
Holguin, Orlando Espin, Arturo Bauelas, David T‘ravorzo, Eldin Villatane, and
other up and coming Latino/a theological voices. l nole, however, that most of the
pioneering voices: are still with us and still contributing to the shape oi
Latino / a theology.
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foundations upon which our theological discursive practices stand
now need to be reexamined so as to insure the further maturation and
public pertinence of our theological voice in the United Statesf In this
sense, to use the language of the scriptural excerpt above, we should
be open to the realization that 711%“??? wins, “new wineskins” (i.e., new
theological programs and methods that harness, interpret, and orient
our people’s religious practices within our current sociohistorical
situation in the United States), must constantly be sought,
In this essay l hope to contribute to the development of Latino/a
theologies in the United States by way of three critiques, First, i will
suggest that a debilitating ecclesiocentrism that restricts theological
discourse to the language of the institutional church seems to permev
ate many of our Latino/a theologies. Second, I will suggest that
Latino / a theologians have tended to overstress the inherent authority
of the Bible, over and against the revelatory significance of the lived
moment, within their theologies, Third, I suggest that our theological
articulation, in large part, demonstrates a failure to engage in a socially
binding discourse that connects the Latino/a sociopolitical struggles
with those of other marginalized groups within the United States. My
ultimate intention is to invite my fellow Latino/a theologians to fur-
ther the pursuit of theological maturity by taking into consideration
the arguments and critiques I propose in the following pages,
BalancingLatino/a "I'lwolog’sEcclesioccntrism:
A 'l‘lwnlogicalCritique
As l see it, present and future Latino/a theologies will need to
avoid the trap of a type of theological parochialism that has taken the
form of a debilitating ecclesiocentrism: a tendency that can be de-
scribed as a restriction of theological discourse to the language and in-
ternal concerns of the Church, That is to say, much of our theology
operates under the misguided assumption that theology is solely and
entirely tht> work of the Church and for the Church, As such, I have ob—
served that much of our theological reflection becomes, in the end, a
mere analysis and interpretation of the faith of those already existing
" My use of the terms "our," “we,” and “us” throughout the essay allude to my
own epistemological orientation to the emerging tradition of Latino/a theology.
This is my way of inserting myself within the germinal thought process 0! that the—
ology, By not using r stancing I wish to demonstrate that I do not speak indepen—
dently of our latiuo/ a collective nor for the large and complex group of Latino / a
communities, but that I understand my work as a contributing part of a larger
process of theological reection and articulation As a latino, l consciously con—
sider myselt as speaking and writing from within the Latino reitlidml and from
within the Latino/a religious—ti\eologicalmovement in the United States,
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within the theological circle of a particular institutionalized church, I
am well aware that the Church plays an important role in our com»
munities and I myself continue to hold on to the hope of a progressive
Church as I seek to work in and through the C hurcht Thus, my argue
merit should not be mistakenly construed as an attack on the Church
and a more call for academically geared theologies i do not mean to
identify liatino/ a theology solely with academic discourse, As a pro
ponent of organic intellectual activity I believe that theological reflecv
tion must begin in and even end in progressive social and pastoral
praxisi Moreover, I certainly believe that the Church can, on occasion
has, and should always strive to play an important formative role in
the development of existentially meaningful, enhancing, enabling, and
public orienting narratives However, it is necessary to keep in mind
that theological reection and discourse should stand {or more than
just the discourse of a church. The ultimate intention of a theology that
purports to take on some level of responsibility for the shaping of the
world should be to serve not only the churches but also the greater so—
ciety, and even the academy Toward this aim, then, the central terms,
categories, and concerns of theology should always be tied to die life
of the larger sociocultural matrices that make up its reflective context
A failure to account for these wider public matrices will inevitably lead
to theological thought and practice that lacks the intellectual and their
logical scope to respond adequately to our postmodern times To put
it bluntly, the restriction of theological reection and theological dis—
course to mere church language amounts to a truncation of the true
public character of theology,
I will suggest that in a certain sense Latino/ a theologians have fo-
cused too much on one of the public realms of theology“ the Church“
at the expense of the other two possible publics of theological
discourse: the academy and the society “theologian David Tracy, in his
inuential treatise on the public character of theology entitled The Atlll'
logicalImagination,’ notes that theology must account for three public
realms: the public of the greater society, the public of the academy, and
the public of the religious community (to, the Church). Tracy right-
fully notes that although a particular theological program may center
itself, intellectually and practically, on internal concerns endemic to
one of these three publics, nevertheless, it is always necessary for the
theologian to keep in mind that the scope of theology as a mode of in-
quiry always transcends the particular public sphere on which he or
she may be focusing, be it the church, a social group, or the academy.
7David Tracy, 'l ‘1'erAiziilogimlImagination: Christian 'l‘licologi/[Ind tin? (‘izltim' of
Pluralism (New York: Crossroad, 198]) 3-46.
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As a critical and reflective act of human imaginative creativity, theol-
ogy is founded upon our past and present creative responses to the
world and our creative attempts to make a meaningful and justice-
centered world through the interpretation of historical events and
experiences Theology is a human activity that is rooted in the experi‘
ences and history of the sell within the context of a broader sociocul-
tural and political milieux. In light of the broad intellectual and
practical scope of this reflective endeavor, theology and its resulting
terms, concepts, and over-arching narratives should never be under-
stood and articulated as merely a reflection on the internal life, con-
cerns, and interpretations of a given religious group.
To put it boldly, the attempt to articulate a meaningful theological
discourse by reference only to church life will lead us toward a trun«
cated and one'sided theological discourse, I firmly believe that a theo~
logical articulation that gives way to this sort of ecclesiocentrism will
not be sufficiently appealing outside the parameters of the Church nor
sufficiently critical and constructive for the Church’s own good. Fur.
thermore, such theological Constructions will be hard pressed to pro-
vide the critical and constructive spiritual voice that is necessary
within the greater public debate. This is a realm of discourse about
which we Latinos and Latinas should be especially concerned because
it usually affects our particular communit’ s in a negative manner,
If we Latino/ a theologians wish to help fill the present void of
public leadership within our communities, and wish to make a differ-
ence in our public milieu as true organic public intellectuals, an aspi-
ration that is central to our liberation theology orientation, then it is
necessary for us to engage in broad social analysis This should exam-
ine the compounding effect of race, gender, and class and promote
imaginative remedies that will serve to reverse the conditions of in-
equality, injustice, and the delimitation of hope and life opportunities
that our Latino/a communities too often face in the United States, To
achieve this goal it is necessary to broaden our theological discourse
beyond the parameters of ecclesiastical concerns, even when these
concerns may include the important task of defining the public miss
sion of the Church. In short, i believe that a discourse that restricts
theological reflection to the lite, concerns, and language of the Church
will inevitably fall short in its attempt to provide the guiding justicev
centered spiritual and moral support needed by our Latino/ a commu—
nities and indeed by society as a whole, As I see it, the viability of our
theological discourse in the greater sociocultural matrices should be a
central concern, especially if our goal is the development of guiding,
enhancing, and enabling”Ynarratives driven by an overarching vision
ot a greater social common good.
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in my observation, the tendency to restrict theological language, to
church-talk can be found within many of our Latino/a theologies, it
occurs, for instance, in David ’Iraverzo/s attempt to develop a Latino / a
theology of mission. in his appealing and powerful essay entitled “To-
wards a Theology of Mission in the US,” Vl‘raverxo sheds important
light on the challenges that Latinos / as, and l‘uerto Kicans in particu-
lar, often face within the United States After accurately describing
these harsh social realities, 'l‘raverzo ends with a hold proposition for
a pragmatic faith response that seeks to counteract the, harmtul reali-
ties of Latino/a life in the United States, According to liraverzo, this
faith response, whose vision is one of social reconstruction and
restoration, is rooted “in what Costds refers to as 1an eccle‘iology of
liberation/"9 This particular theological vision further explicated by
Traverzo when he states that “a theology of mi ion in a context of
such captivity announces a new presence of the church in solidarity
with the aspirations for a day of national reconstruction and integral
liberation,”m
For our purposes, it is necessary to note that in these statements
and others like it, Travery i’s ultimate aim is not only the description of
a particular kind of ecclesiology but, even more, the description of a
socially inclined liberation theology, Although I agree with many of
"l‘raverzo’s concerns and arguments, I also note that his definition of
theology is much too narrow and that, as a result, his ecclesiology sucv
cumbs to a narrow churchism. In his prop for a theology of mis-
sion, for example, Traverzo gives the impression that the Church is the
only viable means for progressive, countercultural, liberative action. I
certainly agree that the Church must strive to he, and can be, a libera-
tive source in society, but i believe that it is also necessary to curtail the
idea that the church offers the one and only means for progressive 5c»
cial action and change in our society. In reality, a socially pmgressive
mission will always require the involvement of “secular” Channels,
Furthermore, and most important for the purposes of this essay, we
should note that for Traverzo theological discourse ultimately equates
to the life and discourse of the Church, There is no attempt by ’I‘raverzo
to account for the tripartite nature of theology as a practice that can
add r955 the discourses of the greater society and the academy as well
as the discourse of the Church, in sum, Traverzo’s failure is twofold:
rst, he oversimplifies the task of social reconstruction by presenting a
“David Traverzo, “Towards a Theology of Mission in the US. l-‘uerto Rican
Migrant Community: From Captivity to liberation,” Apmttes 9:3 (198‘!) So.
9ll.iii:l., 56‘
Nlbidi, 57.
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simplistic one sided picture of the Church as the social liberator; sec-
onci, in his interpretation of the nature and task of theology, he ends up
restricting theological cli tourse to the discourse of the Church,
This pattern of restricting theological reection to the language of
the Church can also be detected in the constructions of other Latino / a
theologians Orlando Costas, whose work deserves acclaim and recog-
nition not only within the, annals of Latino/ :1 theology but also within
the mainstream United States, falls into a similar theological parochial-
ism when in his most influential work he states:
Contemporary Christianity is increasingly concerned about contextual;
ization. it stems from the growing awareness of the importance of ’conv
text’ in the church’s understanding of itself, its; faith, and its mission in
the world. The long-range universal formulations of the older theologies
have had to give way to shortervrange, situationcriented discourses
which, though shorter in lite span, are more relevant to the life-in~
mission of the church,“
Although this statement provides us with an important reminder of
the need to account for the implications of a greater sensitivity to the
immediate sociohistorical contexts of our theological reflections, it is
necessary to note that Coslas' description of the nature and task of the-
ology also serves to restrict theological discourse to the language of the
Church, 'l‘heology, in this sense, seems to be relevant only for the theo~
logical circle of the Church and seems possible only as a discursive
practice that originates from the Church. Yet, as I have argued above,
theology, and perhaps especially the theology that emanates from the
perspective of a marginalized people, should be concerned with the
greater public significance of its discourse rather than just with the
parochial concerns of a particular Church.
Costas repeats this theological ecclesiocentrism in some of his later
works. For instance, in attempting to explain the nature of theological
discourse and the role of evangelization in his final published work, he
states:
Theology and evangelization are two interrelated aspects of the lite and
m sion of the Christian faith, Theology studies the faith; evangelization
is the proce
‘ by which it is communicated, Theology plumbs the depi
of the Christian faith; evangelizatioii enables the church to extend it to
the ends oi the earth and the depth of human life. Theology reects criti-
“ Urlnndo F, Costas, Christ Outside the (£11th Mission BeyondChristendom (Mary-
knoll, NY; ()rbis Books, 1932) 3
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willy on the church’s practice offuillr evangelization keeps the faith from
becoming the practice of an exclus‘ 'e social group, , , . “l'heologians
need to be reminded that mission (as primary evangelization) 'is the
mother of theology’ (Kaehler) because it is the process by which the,
church comes into being, Missionaries and evangelists need to be made
aware of the fact that theology is the spinal cord of the church: it
strengthens it and helps ii to stand tall Without theology, the church
runs the risk ol collapsing, unable to understand itself or its message
and mission in the world, illAequippeclboth intellectually and spiritually
to deal with the challenges of its social context”
In this statement we again observe that C s definition of theology
confines theological discourse to the exclusive work of the Christian
Church and that, in this sense, the ultimate goal of theology is to serve
the Christian Church, Thus, following Costas’s line of argument, the
critical task of theology is restricted to that of critical reflection on the
Christian C hurch’s practice of faith, The constructive task of theology,
then, becomes that of spreading this particular faith to the whole
world
Because Costas, like many other Latino / a theologians, is a theolo-
gian with explicit pastoral concerns, it is understandable that he opts
to focus his work no concerns that are central to the public of the
Church, Certainly, every theologian must inevitably focus on, and em—
phasize, one of the three possible publics of theology My critique,
therefore, is not directed at Costas’s emphasis on the public of the
Church; rather, it is directed at Costa 5 reductionist account of theo-
logical reection. Costas’s reductionist definition of the nature and
task of theology ends up restricting all theological discourse to the dis»
course of a church, without accounting for the possibility of its signifi‘
cance beyond the parameters of church life. No room is left in C.ost‘as’s
theological program for the larger public significance of theology out«
side of the Church,
Although these two examples derive from the perspective of two
male Protestant Latino theologians, i suggest that this general reduc-
tionism of theology to church»talk can be found within much of
Latino/a theology, whether Protestant, Catholic, Latina, or Latino.”
As a particular kind of second and third»order reection on the wide
experience of a whole culture, theology should attend to the broader
“Orlando E. Costas, Liberating News: A Theology of Contextual Evangelizaliou
(Grand Rapids, Mich: Eetdmans, 1989) l, linipha ’5 mine,
“All in all, I believe that the lendentious practice of viewing theology as a re
ective endeavor that can only legitimately emanate from the Church, and exists
only with the Church’s sanctioning, and whose purpose is only to reflect on the
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cultural experience of a people The life of the Latino church in the
United States must certainly be studied and analyzed within our
Latino theologies, and this aspect of study, in turn, can further con.
tribute to the formation of a distinctive critical and constructive theo-
logical discourse. However, it behooves us Latino theologians, for the
sake of the, wider pertinence of our theological discourse, to broaden
our discursive practice so to include the greater social, political,
and cultural experience of our people. If we wish to be true to the ex»
periential and contextual thrust that grounds our liberation theologi-
cal method, then we must deal with the wider experience of our
people within the United States This appeal for a widening of our
theological vision must be grounded on the fact that we all live out
our lives not just in the setting of a selected faith community but also
in a wider existential, social, and political context, By withdrawing
from the task of constructing theologies that reect on the wider pub
lic conditions that our people face, and on the ordering of public life
in the United States, we unknowineg separate our theological dis-
if (a) Church, is prevalent within much of our Latino/a theological writ—
ings. lt would be impossible here to provide a complete listing of references that
prove my point, but the tollowin v examples help. i offer that this tendency can be
di *eriwd in the following wo in l‘roiestant-Pentecostal Latino theologian
Samuel Soliva’n’ say entitled "The Need for a North American Hispanic Theol-
ogy,” Meszo C h unity: Theology/fromthe Latino Perspective, ed. Arturo J. Bauelas
(Maryknoll, NM. Orbis Books, 1995) 44~ 53; in Latino Catholic theologian Sixto
('larci' ay entitled “Sources and LLK i of Hispanic Theology,” Mestizo Christian-
ity, ml in Latino Catholic theologian Allan Figueroa Deck’s essay entitled "At
the (Trossr wads; North American and Hispanic” We Are a People;Initiatives in His
panic mm 1 'l'heolqey,ecl. Roberto (ioizueta (Minneapo
‘
: Fortress Press, “992)
lull); and a in Latina theologian Ana Maria l’ineda’s essay entitled “The Collo-
quies and 'l‘lieologicul Discourse: Culture as a Locus for Theology,” lourmzl of His»
pimi 'utino Theology3:3 (19%) 27412. i wish to note that my intention is not merely
to critique tor the sake oi criticism. Rather, my intention is to point to certain po-
tentially problematic trends within our theological constructions in order to facili—
tate maturity and growth within Latino/a theology, It is also important to note that
this trend of limiting theology to church-talk and church concerns is not confined
to Latino theology but is also predominant in the general discipline of theology as
a whole, in this ssay l am addressing the general field of theology, yet i also con-
sider myself 0, ec‘ lly accountable to the community of Latino / a theologians and
to the Latino/a communities in the United States most generally. I should also note
that my argument, which calls tor the need to expand the Vision of theology be!
iocentrism, has precedents within our tradition of Latino/a theology
that hint in this direction see Latino theologian Roberto Goizueta's
essay entitled "Rediscovering l‘rax . : The Significance ol US, l'lispan errience
for Theological Method
”
Wr' AW (1 People,esp. 7577, and Latina muiensta tl‘leolo»
gian Ada Maria lsasilli “n (a Luella/in the Struggle: A I'listmrzii:Woman’s Lilienh
lion Theology(Minneapo rtress Press, 1993) esp. 3&54.
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courses from their historical social purpose. Theological reflection
and construction should contribute to the well being of society,
church, and academy. To ensure that our scholarship contributes pos—
itively to this task, we must come to the reali,,ition that theology is
not a reflective endeavor that is limited to the Church and originates
only from the Church. I believe that the liberationist methodology
that we Latinos uphold in our theologies implicitly requires that we
leave behind the parochialism that has characterized many of our ef—
forts, a parochialisrn that has restricted our theological discourse to
the concerns, language, and practice of the Church.
as Text: A Hermeneutiml Critique
A second critique that can be made of many Latino theologies is
hermeneutical in nature. The exploration of biblical interpretative
models within Latino theology has been extremely myopic. T hat is to
say, Latino theologians have mostly tended to over-stress the inherent
authority of the biblical text without sufficiently accounting for the
role of the readers’ response to the text as a crucial element in the,
understanding of revelatory significance. To put it bluntly, some of our
theologies still display an unbalanced overwdependence on the in—
scribed authority of the biblical text. My aim in this portion of this
essay is to encourage Latino theologians toward a more radical and
salutary hermeneutical stance that understands our present lived ex»
perience of struggle for freedom to be the "text" and views the biblical
material as a referential “context” for theological reflection.‘4
To present my hermeneutical critique of Latino theologies I will
focus on the hermeneutical stance adopted by Virgilio Elizondo, as it
is especially exemplified in his Galilean [owner]: The Mexican American
Prmm'sc‘6 and Harold Recinos’s reading strategy, as it is exposed in
Hear the Cry! A Latino Pastor Challenges the C lunch,“
Following the methodology of liberation theology, both of these an”
thors accentuate three points: first, an emphasis on the formative role of
social location in intellectual construction and interpretation; second,
the epistemological validity of the experience of the poor and margin-
“! am here adopting the liermeneutical stance, presented by the teminisl Asian
theologian Chung Hyun Kyung in her very creative book entitled Struggle to l»: the
Sim Again: Introducing Asian Wmuen's Theology(Maryknoll, NY; (,>rbis Books, W90)
ill“) A14,
“See Virgilio Elizondo, 77w Galilean forming: The Msxicmr/lmcrican l’mmisc
(hiaryknoll, NY; (lrbis Books, 1983),
“See Harold Recinos, Hem the, (‘ y! A lutimi Pastor Clmllmgrs the Cloud: (ionis—
villc: Westminster / lolin Knox i’ress, WW).
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alized in history; and third, the necessity of a subversive sociopolitical
reading of the Bible. Hence, both Elizondo and Recinos call for a
Gadamcrian “fusion of h0rizons”" and a hermeneutics of suspicion
However, like earlier liberation theologians, Elizondo and Recinos limit
this hermeneutics of suspicion to the rhetorical practice of the biblical
interpreter and do not apply it to the built-in rhetorical framework of
the biblical text itself” Thus, an uncritical appeal to the regulative auv
thority and liberative capacity of the biblical text is found in both 1
would like to argue, however, that the locus of revelatory significance,
epistemological validity, and liberative promise is not to be found iso—
lated within the biblical narrative itself but, instead, is found when the
textual narrative is reenacted in the lived narrative of those who
struggle for freedom and liberation in the present historical moment.
As a Catholic theologian hlizondo understands that there are three
sources for theological reflection: Scripture, the tradition or the Church,
and the complementarity of human reason The Bible, then, is central
to lilizondo’s theological program. Moreover, Elizondo's hermeneuti—
cal stance adheres to a sort of intercanonical authority (ie, a canon
within the biblical canon),W To Elizondo, the whole Bible is authorita-
tive, but the historical praxis of Jesus as revealed in the biblical Gospels
takes on a special revelatory significance Therefore, the Jesus narra~
tive of the Gospels becomes, for Elizondo, a sort of canon within the
biblical canon that provides the liberative principle for the construe
tion of a Latino theology
Elizondo’s dependence on a sort of biblically preinscribed liberatv
ing messianic principle is exemplified in his comments:
It is my firm (onviction that the identity and mission of the Mexican’
American people will not only continue but will be puried, ennobled,
and strengthened by the discovery of its fundamental identity and mis-
sion in its acceptance and following of Jesus of Nazareth £15 the Lord of
history and life,”
1“I reter here to Gridamer's famous phrase that describes his understanding of
interpretation as a kind of correlative merging of the world of the text with the
world of the reader 9 llansvfleorg Gildahlet‘, Truth and Method, 2d rev. ed. (New
York- (‘ ossrond, l9 ).
his some UllC‘SlCle employment of a hermeneutics of suspicion is perhaps
best captured in Juan Luis Segundo's interpretation of the method of liberation the—
ology in Libvmlinn of 7719010, (Marylanoll, N.Y.: Orbis Books, 1976) 7-39
“See Fernando Segovi ‘ Inscription of l‘ ‘7ondo/s hermeneutical method as
one of ”a canon within the canon from the inside” in his article entitled "Reading
the Bible 9 Wanic Americans,” The NY“) litlcrpwlur’s Bible (Nashville: Abingdon
Press, Ll) l:lo8~9_
Elizondo, Gal/lam [.vzrrmy,l.
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We should note that the recognition, acceptance, and following of
lesus’ messianic example is dependent on a reading or rereading of the
biblical Gospel narratives Thus Elizondo concludes that "we need to
do a serious rereading of the gospels to discover how Jesus of
Nazareth functioned in relation to his history and cultural By discov-
ering how he functioned then, we will discover how he functions
today?“ These statements illus two central components of Eli»
zonclo’s hermeneutical principle and, therefore, of his theological pro-
gram: first, that the historically liberating, dynamics narrated in the
biblical stories of lesus carry in them a universal principle of liberation
that could and should be appealed to as the basic authoritative criteA
rion for all Christian theology across time and cultures; and second, it
follows that the present Latino struggles for sociopolitical emancipm
lion in the United States have been anticipated in the biblical stories of
liberation These two features are summarized by [Zlizondo himself in
the following manner:
It is in the light of our taith that we discover our ultimate identity as
God's chosen people. It is in the very cultural identity of Jesus the
Galilean and in his way from Galilee to lerusalem that the real ultimate
meaning of our own cultural identity and mission lo society become
clear.22
In other words, Elizondo believes that certain historically limited
experiences, as they appear narrated in the biblical gospels, can be
posited as universal, authoritative, and normative interpretative prin-
ciples.
As I see it, this mode of biblical interpretation fails to do justice
both to the biblical narrative and to the lived reality of Latinos in the
United States. It fails to do justice to the biblical narrative because it
separates the dynamics of liberation exemplified in the text from their
concrete historical context. It falls to do ius‘l‘iceto the lived reality of
existential, social, political, and cultural crisis experienced by Latinos
in the United States because it seeks to validate this reality by appeal-
ing to the revelatory meaningtulness of biblical stories, in sum,
through his appeal for an intertextual normative and evaluative crite‘
rion of liberation Elizondo unknowingly makes the present heroic
LatinoAmerican struggles for personal, communal, social, cultural,
and political transformation less signicant than those of the, biblical
characters of a time past,
4" lbid,, 47,
33 Virgilio Elizondo, “Mestimie as a Locus of Theological Retleciion,"Mr’slizu
Christianity, 23.
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Harold Recinos displays a similar hermeneutical tendency in his
Latino “barrio” theology Recinos, like, lilizondo, makes use of a cor-
relative, method of interpretation where the narrative of the Bible is re«
lated to the present lived experience of the Latino communities in the
United States. For Recinos, however, the Bible in its entirety is deemed
as liberating“ ‘l‘hat is to say, rather than subscribing, to a notion that an
authoritative principle ex s within the Bible, a canon within a canon,
Recinos accepts the Bible 9 a whole to be authoritative, Furthermore,
he assumes that through a contextual reading of the Bible, carried out
from the perspective of latinos living in the inner cities, a much
needed sense of Latino identity and dignity could be achieved. Thus,
Recinos suggests that the Bible can be, the locus of a transformative “re
covery of God’s special relationship” and “real empowerment,” in
short, once again we find an appeal to a hermeneutical criterion ol aur
thority enclosed within the text and an assumption that the narrative
will always, in some way, correspond positively to any lived reality
across lime and cultures.
I would submit that these hermeneutical systems unknowingly
undermine the liberationist epistemology that these theologians wish
to uphold because they depreciate the revelatory significance of pres:
ent lived experience, a principle that is central to a hermeneutics of
liberation. lt behooves Latino theologians to allow for the possibility
that the biblical material becomes meaningful and transformative
only when it is reenacth in our people’s present struggles for sell-
affirmation and sellrdetermination. Thus, the locus of divine revela—
tion does not exist preinscribed in the text but is always a product oi
a dialogical encounter between the text and the reader’s life”
In this sense, Latino theologians should keep in mind two helpful
hermeneutical suggestions made by . nbeth Schiissler Fiorenza: first,
that the Bible should be understood as a historical prototype instead of
as a mythical archetype; second, that the Bible should function as a re-
source rather than as an authoritative source for theological refleco
tionr’“ I believe that such a hermeneutical stance still allows for the
Bible’s possible role as a revelatory and active dialogical partner that
could inform our cultural symbols, our myths, our world-views, and
our value systems, Unlike lilizondo’s and Recinos’s hermeneutical
Q A Recinos, [tear the Cry, esp, (15-72,
“lbid,, lilo.
"lusto (ion/11w has recently made a similar argument in 5mm: Bibliii: l'lm liable
’(‘lrmughHispmi 1N; ivill Abingdon l’ress
'
. its 30.
“St” Eli heth ler Fiorenza, Bread No 7 Challenge of Frmmisl
Hit/lira! lulerprr-lutim: (Boston: Beacon l’r _ s, 1984) 14.
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strategies, such a stance allows for the uninhibited authority of the
lived moment, lnstead of seeking to validate the present moment by
appealing to the special significance of a past historical moment, an
ascription that we ourselves construct theologically, it allows for the
revelatory significance of our people’s present stories, It is necessary
for us to keep in mind, for the benet of our future theological con—
structions, that in the end the locus of God’s revelation is our life itself,
To put it in the insightful words of the feminist Asian theologian
Chung Hyun Kyung, we must continue to remind ourselves that “our
life is our text, and the Bible and church tradition are the context which
sometimes becomes the reference for our own ongoing search for
God,"27
Toward a Socially Binding Latino ‘I‘lwnloxy:
A Sor‘iopolitimlCritique
A retrospective analysis will demonstrate that, in many ways,
Latino theologians have achieved succ in establishing the particular
identity of US. Latino theological discourse As M, Shawn Copeland
correctly notes, “From its beginning, US, l’iispanic/ Latino theology
has had to struggle to establish its own identity over against subordi-
nation to Latin American theologies of liberation.” Furthermore, be»
cause of the bipolar “White or Black” orientation of Ufj. political
ideologies and cultural life, Latino/ a theology has also struggled to es-
tablish its own identity, and to provide a forum of awarcn ss for the
communal identity and the plight of us Hispanic-American people
within the greater society, over against subordination to African—
American theologies of liberation and the African-American experiv
ence in the United States, I will suggest that it is now the proper time
to place attention on the shared social and political conditions that do
limit lidlll'lO people, African-American people, and other marginalized
groups in the United States, in order to encourage transformative dia-
logues and coalitions.
Latino theology past and present has failed to develop and {sup-
port a socially binding discourse that can connect the sociopolitical
struggles of our communities to the similar struggles of other margin-
ali’ d groups in the United States. The move, toward this kind of
socially binding theological discourse should ground itself in the
liChung Hyun Kyung, atgglr to he the Sun Again, '1 ll,
“M. Shawn (.iopeland, "Black, Hispanic / Latino, and Native American The~
ologies,” The Modem Tli legume:An introduction to Christian 'llii?r;l<>gljin the T‘wmti»
ell: Century, ed, David F. Ford, 2d ed, (Cambridge, NY; Blackwell, W97) 367i
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awareness that social transformation usually occurs through the devel'
opment of effective political coalitions On the one hand, social change
requires the, building; and nourishment of particular communities and
communal identities. 0n the other hand, social change, especially in
the United States today, requires the building and nourishment oi
wider communal bonds among the subordinated groups of a given so-
ciety In this sense, to use the words of Trinh T. Minhvha, we need to
realize. that to counteract the exclusionary politics of the United States,
our theologies should travel "transcolturally while engaging in the
local ’habitus/ (collective practices that link habit with inhabitance) of
one’s immediate concern/“9 That is to say, we need to link our local»
community issues, concerns, reections, and activity to the broader so-
ciocultural matrices of US. public life. The challenge we presently face
is that of placing our own experiences and consciousn ss at the center
of our theological reection while not allowing these local narratives
to become separatist and exclusionary. We must face this challenge
with a key factor in mind: the realization that institutional transforma-
tion is only possible through broad-based political coalitions Without
a commitment to a wider of human solidarity across racial, cul-
tural, and ideological lines, our emancipatory discursive praxis will
fail to accomplish any significant changes in the sociopolitical arena,
Toward this goal our Hispanic-American theologies need to be-
come discourses that offer constructed knowledge of the self, commu‘
nity, and world that can empower women and men to actualize an
integral and inclusive vision of human community and solidarity.
Moving, beyond the contours of self—communal identity formation
does not mean that we need to ignore questions oi identity within our
theologies. The question of who I am, and who we are as an ethnic
group, should always be pertinent to our theological construction. The
task of selfodefinition is especially pertinent and critical within a con-
text that co istently works to deny one’s selfhood and the formation
of a collective-communal identity Moreover, the placement of the self
and of one's communal identity at the center of reective activity is
very important for the understanding oi a host of other relationships
However, identity formation also requires a high level of attention to
the broader matrices oi location that form one’s self—communal con—
text, In the light of our struggle against limiting forces and the com-
mon struggle of other subordinated groups in the United States, it is
nece ry for our theological discourses to reflect on the continuity of
our us. Hispanic American struggle with that of the larger commu—
m‘l‘rinh 'i‘. Minhrlia, “An Acoustic lourney,” Rethinking Borders, ed. John C.
Weldinth (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 19%) ll
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nity of subordinated people, with African Americans, Native Ameri-
cans, Asian Americans, and so forth. if our goal is not only to under
stand our world context and our place within it, but to transform our
contextual world, then our reective discourses need to attend to the
connection of our particular concerns with the similar concerns of oth«
ers in order to build practical and transformative social coalitions with
other subordinated groups.
As individuals and particular ethnic communities living in the
United States we all certainly have differences and we must account
for these in order to keep at bay harmful notions of homogenization
that undermine particular self—definingnarratives. However, as subor'
dinated groups within the United States we must also acknowledge
that we share some common stories, struggles, hopes, visions, and
journeys, In order to allow for social change through coalition build-
ing we need to acknowledge the commonalities between our struggles
and the struggles of other subordinated groups. To use David Abalos’s
poignant and insightful words, Latino theology must always remind
itself that “the most authentic Latina women and Latino men who are
creating a new Latino story and culture in this country are those who
live and practice life in the service of transformation by caring deeply
about others, about Latinos, as well as members of all other groups.”~‘“
This concern for our well-being and the well-being of other subordi—
nated people should be theologically grounded in our faith conviction
that as God/s creatures we should all have equal access to seli~
communal determinacy and that justice is an all‘inclusive Concept, In
short, our vision and goal should be that of a more humane and just
world for all: a humanist vision of community.
Because of the real human proclivity toward corrupt use of power,
the construction of a more justice-centered world always requires
struggle This struggle is often best confronted through the building of
solidarity and through practical coalitions. Ultimately, the success of
our struggle for liberation and for substantive institutional change
hinges on our capabilities to forge solidarity and the building and
maintenance of meta—ethnic coalitions. In a very real sense the future
of our well»being as a people in the United Slates lies in our ability to
transcend parochial boundaries and enclaves in order to sustain strato—
gic coalitions with others and allow for inclusive human community,
“‘ David Abalos, "The Personal, Historital and Sacred Grounding oi Culture:
Some Reflections on the Creation of Latino Culture in the U from the Perspective
of the Theory of 'l“ransiormation,” Old Masks, Nt’,’ flirts: Religion and Latino Monti!
tics, ed. Anthony Stevens-Arroyo and Gilbert K, (.‘adenu (New York: The Bildner
Center tor Western Hemisphere Studies, 1995} 169.
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As we construct, articulate, and do theology we should keep in mind
Cornel West/s profound sociocultural insight:
To establish a new framework, we need to begin with a frank acknnwlA
edgment of the basic humdnn and Americanness of each of us. And
we must acknowledge that as a people I l’luribus Unum’we are on a
slippery slope toward economir strife, social turmoil, and cultural Chaos.
If we go down, we go down together: , . . The paradox of race in Amer-
im is that our common de.‘ iny is more pronounced and imperiled pre-
cisely when our division. are deeper,“
t
In a very real sense all who have chosen or have been forced to
make out of this" nation a home, for whatever reason, share a common
social destiny. it is up to all of us to make the best collective effort to
better our social conditions,
Our Latino theologcal discourse should guard itself against sim—
ply Ire-creating the div ive practices. of the dominant EuroAAmericnn
culture whose racist, elitist practices we seek to oppose. ()ur theologi—
cal constructions, therefore, should avoid an intellectual parochialism
that serves to separate rather than to unite collective praxis. l believe
that the task of our theology should include, in large measure, the de-
velopment of a socially binding discourse that sustains persons for col‘
lective political struggle and against despair and disappointment
endemic to the structures oi the present US. social establishment The
building of effective coalitions, however, always depends on internal
dialogue and dialogue with other groupsi This task is always difficult
and filled with perils, but it is. always a new sary one, Toward this end
I Call on mestizo theologians to attend to the construction of a new rher
torical framework that binds the sociopolitical narratives of our com-
munities. to those of other suhlugated ethnic groups within the present
US. society As Come! West rightly notes, "We are at a crucial cross.—
road in the history of this nation-"and we either hang together by
combating these forces that divide and degrade us or we hang sepa«
rately"” If a subordinated people in the United States we Choose to
“hang separately,” we will only be choosing to weaken the potential
for change within our present social reality Let us choose to hang to-
gether in the face of struggle!
Cont/lesions
1 submit that Latino theologies in the United States should seek,
first, to widen their discursive practices beyond the, parameters of the
“ Cornel West, Rmrc Mimrrs (New York: Vintage Books, 1994) 8.
“lhicl, 15C).
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Churl‘h so as to better account for the public ”‘ nilicance of theologiv
cal reflection in the academy and greater socinl arena. Second, Latino
theologies should pursue a more critical hermeneutiral stance that
considers one/s life to he the criterion of authority and considers the
biblical material to be a resource for theological reflection. Third,
Latino theologies should create a discourse that serves to bind together
our community’s heroic struggles against the oppressive forces that
deny our self determination with those oi other marginalized ethnic
groups in the United States. We Latino/a theologians should concern
ourselves with the constant improvement of our distinctive theologiA
cal voice and with the attempt to make our discursive practices more
accountable to the nee s of our communities in the United States I be—
lieve that we will succeed in this effort ii we attend to these priorities
in our theologies,
